Release of Liability form

I have chosen a trip that suits my abilities, level of fitness, and state of health and have read the guidance provided
by Podia in relation to this trip.
I do not have any physical conditions or disabilities that are a hazard to me or other travellers.
I confirm that I am aware of the physically strenuous nature of the trip and accept the risks and hazards connected
with it, including the dangers inherent in cycling either on the road or off the road and any risks that result from
(amongst other things) adverse weather conditions and the variable condition of roads and/or tracks.
I have a valid passport and all visas, permits, certificates, and vaccinations required for travel.
I have informed Podia about my dietary restrictions, medical requirements and anything else I think Podia should
be aware off in order to accommodate me on the trip.
I will respect the laws and customs of a country visited as well as follow directions and instructions of Podia staff
and ride guides. I will respect the rights and privacy of other trip members.
I understand that travel within a group invariably involves compromise to accommodate diverse desires, travel
goals, personalities, and physical abilities of all group members. Podia guides may be required to improvise and
exercise good faith, use discretion and/or make decisions based upon group consensus.
I understand that Podia reserves the right to refuse service during a trip to anyone whose health or behaviour
could impede the welfare or enjoyment of fellow guests. An individual may be asked to leave a trip if the leader
feels that the person’s continuing participation may prove detrimental to the individual or the group.
I understand that in some areas during the trip access to medical facilities and evacuation services may be limited.
I understand that any guidance given by Podia regarding climate, clothing, special equipment and topography is
done in good faith, but accept that Podia cannot confirm its accuracy or completeness. Weather is out of Podia’s
control.
I confirm I have adequate travel insurance providing me with cover for baggage, cycling equipment, medical
expenses and repatriation in the event of an accident or illness whilst on the trip.
I understand that there may be other risks and social or economic losses not known to me or presently foreseeable
and I fully accept and assume all such risks and all responsibilities for losses, costs and damages I incur as a result
of my participation in Podia Roadventure.
I hereby release and indemnify Podia from all liabilities, claims, losses or damages caused by the negligence of
other bicycle riders involved in Podia Roadventure.
I will always wear a helmet when riding. I will not wear headphones when riding and I will drink alcohol
responsibly.
I have read and fully understand this form and by signing it I have given up substantial rights. I have signed it
freely and intend it to be a complete and unconditional release of all liabilities to the greatest extent of law.

Date, Print name, Signature
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

